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(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a functional electrical device
( 1; 5) comprising an energy storage module (3) including a rechargeable
battery for storing electrical energy and a male connection portion (10), and
a function- providing module (2; 6) including circuitry for providing an
electrical function and a female connection portion (16) for releasable
mechanical and electrical connection to the male connection portion. The
male connection portion (10) and the female connection portion (16) are
configured in such a way that in a first rotational position, axial separation
of the energy storage module (3) from the function-providing module (16)
is prevented and flow of current from the battery to the circuitry is allowed,
and in a second rotational position, axial separation of the energy storage
module (3) from the function-providing module (2; 6) is prevented and flow
of current from the battery to the circuitry is prevented.
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MODULAR FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL DEVICE WITH A MECHANICAL

AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a modular functional electrical device

comprising an energy storage module and a function-providing module.

Background of the Invention

Everywhere in the world, people use, or desire to use, electrical energy

for, for example, illumination, communication, and entertainment (such as

television and radio).

In particular in developing countries or remote areas, where adequate

infrastructure for generation and supply of electrical energy may not exist,

electrical energy may currently be provided by small gensets or similar, in

which costly and environmentally unsound fossil fuel is burned to generate

electrical energy. Alternatively, or in combination, some functions such as

illumination and cooking may be provided through direct combustion of fuel.

There is thus a need for an improved way of providing access to

electrical energy.

It would also be desirable to facilitate the use of electrical energy for

providing the above-mentioned and other functionalities.

Summary

In view of above-mentioned and other drawbacks of the prior art, it is

an object of the present invention to provide for an improved way of providing

access to electrical energy, and in particular to enable more affordable and

easy-to-use access to electrical energy.

According to the present invention, it is therefore provided a functional

electrical device comprising: an energy storage module including an energy

storage device for storing electrical energy, and a male connection portion,

the male connection portion comprising a first electrical connector being



electrically connected to the energy storage device to allow flow of electrical

current from or to the energy storage device via the first electrical connector;

and a function-providing module including circuitry for providing an electrical

function, and a female connection portion for releasable mechanical and

electrical connection to the male connection portion of the energy storage

module, the female connection portion comprising a second electrical

connector being electrically connected to the circuitry to allow flow of

electrical current to or from the circuitry via the second electrical connector,

wherein the male connection portion of the energy storage module and the

female connection portion of the function-providing module are configured to

allow the female connection portion to axially receive the male connection

portion and to lock the male connection portion and the female connection

portion together through rotation of the energy storage module in relation to

the function-providing module; wherein one of the male connection portion

and the female connection portion comprises at least one protrusion and the

other one of the male connection portion and the female connection portion

comprises at least one recess for cooperating with the at least one protrusion

to define a first rotational position of the energy storage module in relation to

the function-providing module and a second rotational position different from

the first rotational position; wherein one of the first electrical connector

comprised in the male connection portion and the second electrical connector

comprised in the female connection portion comprises a planar conductor

pattern formed by at least a first electrode surface and a second electrode

surface electrically separated from the first electrode surface, and the other

one of the first electrical connector and the second electrical connector

comprises a first and a second spring-loaded connector pin; and wherein the

male connection portion and the female connection portion are further

configured in such a way that: in the first rotational position, axial separation

of the energy storage module from the function-providing module is

prevented, the first connector pin is in electrical connection with the first

electrode surface, and the second connector pin is in electrical connection

with the second electrode surface; and in the second rotational position, axial



separation of the energy storage module from the function-providing module

is prevented, and at least the first connector pin is electrically disconnected

from the first electrode surface.

The function-providing module may provide any suitable electrical

function, such as converting the electrical energy stored in the energy storage

device of the energy storage module to another form of energy, such as light,

pressure waves (sound) or mechanical energy. Alternatively, or in

combination, the function-providing module may convert another form of

energy to electrical energy and provide this electrical energy to the energy

storage device. Accordingly, depending on which function-providing module is

connected to the energy storage module, the functional electrical device may,

for instance, be a lamp, a speaker, a fan, an energy harvester etc.

The energy storage device may be any device capable of storing

energy and providing the stored energy in the form of electrical energy. The

energy storage device may comprise a rechargeable battery. Alternatively, or

in addition, the energy storage device may comprise, for example, a

capacitor, a supercapacitor, a flywheel, or a fuel cell.

The present invention is based on the realization that recent advances

in energy storage technology can be used to provide for universal access to

electrical energy and to thereby make accessible various functions relying on

electrical energy.

The present inventor has further realized that modularity, ease-of-use,

reliability, and affordability are critical factors for successfully providing for

universal access to electrical energy and associated functions.

Through embodiments of the present invention, a modular functional

electrical device is provided in which the energy storage module can easily

and intuitively be attached to and detached from a function-providing module,

so that the energy storage module can be moved between different function-

providing modules as desired.

Furthermore, embodiments of the present invention provide for

switching the functional electrical device between different functional states

(such as on and off) by rotational movement of the energy storage module in



relation to the function-providing module, while the energy storage module

and the function-providing module are axially locked together. To define the

different functional states and to thereby facilitate for the user to switch

between the different functional states, one of the male and female

connection portions may be provided with at least one recess or protrusion for

each relative rotational position defining a functional state. The other one of

the male and female connection portions may be provided with at least one

protrusion or recess arranged and configured to cooperate with

corresponding recesses/protrusions to achieve distinct "stops" in the relative

rotation at the desired relative rotational positions.

This will make it easy for the user to feel when the relative rotational

position corresponds to a functional state, and may thus obviate the need for

dedicated switches or other moving parts for allowing a user to switch the

functional electrical device between different functional states. This, in turn,

provides for a more reliable and affordable functional electrical device.

Solutions exist where several revolutions of relative rotation translates

to axial movement through an ordinary threaded connection to, for example,

disconnect a light bulb from a battery. The functional electrical device

according to embodiments of the present invention is considerably easier to

operate and may provide for further functionality in addition to simple on/off.

For ease of use of the functional electrical device, the male connection

portion of the energy storage module and the female connection portion of the

function-providing module may advantageously be configured to lock the

male connection portion and the female connection portion together through

rotation of the energy storage module in relation to the function-providing

module by less than 180°, and even more preferably through rotation by less

than 90°

According to various embodiments of the present invention, one of the

male connection portion and the female connection portion may comprise at

least one protrusion and the other one of the male connection portion and the

female connection portion may comprise a first recess for cooperating with

the at least one protrusion to define the first rotational position and a second



recess for cooperating with the at least one protrusion to define the second

rotational position.

The at least one protrusion may advantageously be spring loaded to

push into the first recess to define the first rotational position and to push into

the second recess to define the second rotational position. In such

embodiments, the user will need to provide sufficient torque to work against

the spring action of the protrusion when rotating away from the first rotational

position or the second rotational position. In this way, the functional electrical

device will remain in the present functional state (corresponding to the first or

second rotational positions) unless the user provides sufficient torque to push

away the spring loaded protrusion.

According to various embodiments, furthermore, the functional

electrical device of the present invention may further comprise a recessed

guiding track connecting the first recess and the second recess for facilitating

movement between the first and second rotational positions. The guiding

track may follow a curved path with a radius being equal to the distance

between the rotational axis (of the relative rotation locking the energy storage

module and the function-providing module together) and the first and second

recesses. (The first and second recesses are advantageously provided at the

same distance from the rotational axis.)

By providing a guiding track between the first and second recesses, it

will be easier to rotate from the first rotational position to the second rotational

position and back than in the opposite rotational directions (from the first

rotational position and further away from the second rotational position, or

from the second rotational position and further away from the first rotational

position).

To still provide distinct stops at the first and second relative rotational

positions, the maximum depth of the guiding track may be made smaller than

the maximum depth of each of the first and second recesses. In other words,

the guiding track may advantageously be dimensioned in such a way that

force exerted by the protrusion is greater in the guiding track than in the first

and second recesses, and smaller in the guiding track than adjacent the first



and second recesses (but outside the guiding track and the first and second

recesses).

According to various embodiments of the present invention, one of the

male connection portion and the female connection portion may comprise at

least a first peripheral protrusion and the other one of the male connection

portion and the female connection portion may comprise at least a first

guiding track for accommodating the first peripheral protrusion and defining a

possible relative movement between the male connection portion and the

female connection portion, at least comprising rotation around a rotational

axis for locking the male connection portion and the female connection

portion together.

To guide the user and to provide for intuitive and robust mating of the

energy storage module and the function-providing module, the first peripheral

protrusion may advantageously be shaped as a triangle with one altitude of

the triangle being substantially parallel with the rotational axis.

Advantageously, the vertex (which may be rounded) of the first

peripheral protrusion may be pointing (along its altitude) towards "the other"

module. Thus, in embodiments where the first peripheral protrusion is

comprised in the energy storage module, the vertex may be towards the

function-providing module, and vice versa.

The first guiding track for receiving and locking the first peripheral

protrusion may advantageously comprise a first portion oriented in parallel

with the rotational axis, and a second portion oriented perpendicular to the

rotational axis.

The first portion of the first guiding track may "open up" to facilitate

insertion of the first peripheral recess. Accordingly, the first portion of the first

guiding track may exhibit a decreasing width towards the second portion of

the first guiding track, to provide for a facilitated mating of the male

connection portion and the female connection portion, and to guide the first

peripheral protrusion towards the second portion.

The first guiding track may advantageously be configured in such a

way that there is a smooth gradual transition from the first portion to the



second portion. For instance, at least one edge of the first guiding track may

be curved at the transition from the first portion to the second portion.

According to various embodiments, furthermore, the functional

electrical device may be provided with two (or more) sets of peripheral

protrusions and corresponding guiding tracks to allow insertion of the male

connection portion into the female connection portion and locking from

several rotational starting positions, for facilitating attachment of the energy

storage module to the function-providing module. In such embodiments, the

functional electrical device may further be provided with additional

recesses/protrusions for defining the different rotational positions for different

functional states for each peripheral protrusion/guiding track combination.

Moreover, the first and second electrical connectors may, for each peripheral

protrusion/guiding track combination, be configured to achieve electrical

connection between the first connector pin and the first electrode surface, and

between the second connector pin and the second electrode surface in the

first rotational position, and to electrically disconnect at least the first

connector pin from the first electrode surface in the second rotational position.

In the case of two sets of peripheral protrusion and corresponding

guiding tracks, one of the male connection portion and the female connection

portion may comprise a second peripheral protrusion opposite the first

peripheral protrusion in relation to the rotational axis, and the other one of the

male connection portion and the female connection portion may comprise a

second guiding track, opposite the first guiding track in relation to the

rotational axis, for accommodating the second peripheral protrusion.

In summary, according to various embodiments, the present invention

relates to a functional electrical device comprising an energy storage module

including a rechargeable battery for storing electrical energy and a male

connection portion, and a function-providing module including circuitry for

providing an electrical function and a female connection portion for releasable

mechanical and electrical connection to the male connection portion. The

male connection portion and the female connection portion are configured in

such a way that in a first rotational position, axial separation of the energy



storage module from the function-providing module is prevented and flow of

current from the battery to the circuitry is allowed, and in a second rotational

position, axial separation of the energy storage module from the function-

providing module is prevented and flow of current from the battery to the

circuitry is prevented.

Brief Description of the Drawings

These and other aspects of the present invention will now be described

in more detail, with reference to the appended drawings showing an example

embodiment of the invention, wherein:

Figs 1a-b schematically illustrate two example embodiments of the

functional electrical device according to the present invention in the form of a

lamp and a fan, respectively;

Fig 2 is an exploded and partly cut-out view of the lamp in fig 1a ;

Fig 3a is a top view of the female connection portion comprised in the

lamp module in fig 2 ;

Fig 3b is a top view of the male connection portion comprised in the

battery module in fig 2 ;

Fig 4 schematically shows axial insertion of the male connection

portion into the female connection portion;

Fig 5 schematically shows a first rotational position in which the lamp

head is attached to the battery module and the lamp is on; and

Fig 6 schematically shows a second rotational position in which the

lamp head is attached to the battery module and the lamp is off.

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments

In the present detailed description, various embodiments of the

functional electrical device according to the present invention are mainly

discussed with reference to a functional electrical device in which the energy

storage module comprises a male connection portion and the function-

providing module comprises a female connection portion. Furthermore, one

example is described in detail in which a particular configuration of the



mechanical and electrical interface between the male connection portion and

the female connection portion has been specified.

It should be noted that this by no means limits the scope of the present

invention, which equally well includes, for example, a functional electrical

device in which the energy storage module comprises a female connection

portion and the function-providing module comprises a male connection

portion. Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the male

connection portion may be provided with either a planar electrode pattern or

spring-loaded connector pins and vice versa.

Fig 1a schematically illustrates a first embodiment of the functional

electrical device according to the present invention, in the form of a lamp 1.

As is indicated in fig 1a , the lamp 1 comprises a function-providing module in

the form of lamp module 2 , and an energy storage module in the form of

battery module 3 .

In embodiments of the present invention, the functional electrical

device can be separated into the function-providing module and the energy

storage module, so that the energy storage module can be connected to

another function-providing module to form another functional electrical device

providing another electrical function.

Fig 1b schematically illustrates another functional electrical device in

the form of a handheld fan 5 comprising a function-providing module in the

form of a fan head 6 , and the battery module 3 .

As an example embodiment of the functional electrical device

according to the present invention, the lamp 1 in fig 1a will be described in

greater detail below.

Referring first to fig 2 , the lamp 1 is show with the battery module 3

detached from the lamp module 2 .

In this view, it can be seen that the battery module 3 comprises a

rechargeable battery 8 , and a battery housing 9 . Integrally formed with the

battery housing 9 is a male connection portion 10 comprising a first electrical

connector 11. The first electrical connector 11 comprises a recessed planar

conductor pattern with a first 12a, a second 12b, and a third 12c electrode



surface. In the example conductor pattern configuration of fig 2 , the first

electrode surface 12a is connected to one pole of the battery 8 , while the

second 12b and the third 12c electrode surfaces are both connected to the

other pole of the battery 8 .

In this context, it should be noted that the electrode surfaces 12a-c are

not directly connected to the poles of the battery 8 , but that the energy

storage module 3 additionally comprises electronic circuitry (not shown in

fig 3) performing various functions. Such functions may, for example, include

to maintain the current and/or voltage provided by the battery within a

predefined range, and to stop transfer of energy from the battery when the

state of charge has been reduced to a predefined threshold value.

The lamp module 2 comprises a light-emitting device 13 , a reflector 14,

and a lamp housing 15 . Integrally formed with the lamp housing 15 is a

female connection portion 16 comprising a second electrical connector 17 .

The second electrical connector 17 comprises first 19a and second 19b

spring-loaded connection pins, which are connected to the light-source 13 .

The male connection portion 10 of the battery module 3 and the female

connection portion 16 of the lamp module 2 are configured to allow the female

connection portion 16 to axially receive the male connection portion 10 and to

lock the male connection portion 10 and the female connection portion 16

together through rotation of the battery module 3 in relation to the lamp

module 2 about a rotational axis 18 .

To provide this twist-lock functionality, the male connection portion 10

comprises first 20 and second 2 1 guiding tracks, and the female connection

portion 16 comprises first 22 and second 23 peripheral protrusions.

Each of the first 20 and second 2 1 guiding tracks comprises a first

guiding track portion 25 and a second guiding track portion 26 (only indicated

with reference numerals for the first guiding track 20 in fig 2). As is

schematically shown in fig 2 , the first guiding track portion 25 is oriented in

parallel with the rotational axis and opens up towards the lamp module 2 to

facilitate axial insertion of the first 22 and second 23 peripheral protrusions of

the male connection portion 10 into the first 20 and second 2 1 guiding tracks,



respectively. The second guiding track portion 26 extends along a part of the

periphery of the male connection portion 10 and is oriented perpendicular to

the rotational axis 18 to lock the respective one of the first 22 and second 23

peripheral protrusions, to prevent axial movement of the lamp module 2 in

relation to the battery module 3 when the peripheral protrusions have entered

the second guiding track portions of their respective guiding tracks.

As is schematically indicated in fig 2 , each of the first 22 and second

23 peripheral protrusions is shaped as a triangle with one altitude of the

triangle being substantially parallel with the rotational axis 18 . This facilitates

insertion of the peripheral protrusions into the corresponding guiding tracks.

Advantageously, the peripheral protrusions and the corresponding first

guiding track portions may be adapted to each other in such a way that sides

of the triangular peripheral protrusion facing the first guiding track portion are

substantially parallel to the guiding surfaces of the first guiding track portion.

Furthermore, as is shown in greater detail in the enlarged view in fig 3 ,

the above-mentioned first 25 and second 26 guiding track portions are not

abruptly connected, but the angle of the first guiding track portion 25 gradually

transitions to the angle of the second guiding track portion 26, so that there is

a transition zone 36 between the first 25 and second 26 guiding track portions

that is curved with a radius of curvature 37 that is sufficiently great to allow

the peripheral protrusion 22 to smoothly slide from the first 25 to the second

guiding track portion. In the enlarged portion of fig 3 , the peripheral

protrusion 22 is shown just before insertion into the guiding track 20 and at its

end position when the male connection portion 10 and the female connection

portion 16 are locked together.

Through the provision of the above-described first 20 and second 2 1

guiding tracks of the male connection portion 10 , and first 22 and second 23

peripheral protrusions of the female connection portion 16, there are two

symmetrical relative rotational positions allowing insertion of the male

connection portion 10 into the female connection portion 16.

In addition to what has been described above, the male connection

portion 10 comprises two sets of rotation guiding structures, in the form of first



28 and second 29 recess arrangements. The female connection portion 16

comprises a corresponding rotation guiding structure, in the form of an axial

protrusion 3 1 . The axial protrusion 3 1 is arranged to interact with either the

first 28 recess arrangement or the second 29 recess arrangement depending

on how the male connection portion 10 is inserted into the female connection

portion 16.

The first 28 and second 29 recess arrangements are identical, and

each comprise a first axial recess 33a, a second axial recess 33b, and a

recessed guiding track 34 connecting the first 33a and second 33b axial

recesses. The first 33a and second 33b axial recesses are deeper than the

recessed guiding track 34.

Through the relative positioning and configuration of the electrode

surfaces 12a-c, the recess arrangements 28-29, the connector pins 19a-b,

the axial protrusion 3 1 , the guiding tracks 20-21 , and the peripheral

protrusions 22-23, two rotational positions are defined which allow a user to

turn the lamp on and off by rotating the battery module 3 in relation to the

lamp module 2 . This will be described in greater detail below.

Figs 3a-b are plane views of the male 10 and female 16 connection

portions for providing a clearer view of some of the features described above

in connection with fig 2 .

Assembly and operation of the lamp 1 in fig 2 will now be described

with reference to figs 4-6 showing different rotational positions of the battery

module 3 in relation to the lamp module 2 . To avoid cluttering the drawings,

only selected features are shown and/or indicated with reference numerals.

Furthermore, each of figs 4-6 includes a perspective view of the lamp 1 and a

top view in which the lamp module 2 has been made transparent and outlines

of the lamp module 2 are shown as dashed lines to indicate relative rotational

positions of features of the male connection portion 10 in relation to

corresponding features of the female connection portion 16.

Referring first to fig 4 , the lamp 1 is shown in one of the two rotational

positions allowing axial insertion of the male connection portion 10 into the

female connection portion 16. From the rotational position in fig 4 , the battery



module 3 and the lamp module 2 can be mechanically attached to each other

by rotating the lamp module 2 and the battery module 3 in relation to each

other.

In fig 5 , the lamp module 2 has been rotated counter clock-wise in

relation to the battery module 3 until the axial protrusion 3 1 of the female

connection portion 16 springs into the first axial recess 33a of the first recess

arrangement 28 of the male connection portion 10 . To a user, this is

perceived as a distinct stop in the rotation, and defines a first rotational

position in which the first connector pin 19a is connected to the first electrode

surface 12a, and the second connector pin 19b is connected to the second

electrode surface 12b. In this first rotational position, the light-source 13 is

provided with electrical energy from the battery and lights up.

In fig 6 , the lamp module 2 has been rotated further counter clock-wise

in relation to the battery module 3 until the axial protrusion 3 1 of the female

connection portion 16 springs into the second axial recess 33b of the first

recess arrangement 28 of the male connection portion 10. To a user, this is

perceived as a distinct stop in the rotation, and defines a second rotational

position in which both the first connector pin 19a and the second connector

pin 19b are connected to the first electrode surface 12a. In this first rotational

position, the light-source 13 is not provided with electrical energy from the

battery and the lamp 1 is thus switched off.

The person skilled in the art realizes that the present invention by no

means is limited to the preferred embodiments described above. On the

contrary, many modifications and variations are possible within the scope of

the appended claims.

In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements

or steps, and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality. A

single processor or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited

in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these

measures cannot be used to advantage. Any reference signs in the claims

should not be construed as limiting the scope.



CLAIMS

1. A functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) comprising:

an energy storage module (3) including an energy storage device for

storing electrical energy, and a male connection portion (10), said male

connection portion comprising a first electrical connector ( 1 1) being

electrically connected to said energy storage device to allow flow of electrical

current from or to the energy storage device via the first electrical connector;

and

a function-providing module (2; 6) including circuitry for providing an

electrical function, and a female connection portion (16) for releasable

mechanical and electrical connection to the male connection portion (10) of

said energy storage module (3), said female connection portion (16)

comprising a second electrical connector (17) being electrically connected to

said circuitry to allow flow of electrical current to or from said circuitry via the

second electrical connector,

wherein the male connection portion (10) of said energy storage

module and the female connection portion (16) of said function-providing

module are configured to allow the female connection portion (16) to axially

receive the male connection portion (10) and to lock the male connection

portion ( 10) and the female connection (16) portion together through rotation

of the energy storage module (3) in relation to the function-providing module

(2; 6);

wherein one of the male connection portion ( 10) and the female

connection portion (16) comprises at least one protrusion (31 ) and the other

one of the male connection portion and the female connection portion

comprises at least one recess (33a-b) for cooperating with said at least one

protrusion to define a first rotational position of the energy storage module in

relation to the function-providing module and a second rotational position

different from the first rotational position;

wherein one of said first electrical connector ( 1 1) comprised in the

male connection portion and said second electrical connector (17) comprised



in the female connection portion comprises a planar conductor pattern formed

by at least a first electrode surface (12b) and a second electrode surface

(12a) electrically separated from the first electrode surface, and the other one

of said first electrical connector and said second electrical connector

comprises a first ( 19b) and a second ( 19a) spring-loaded connector pin; and

wherein the male connection portion (10) and the female connection

portion (16) are further configured in such a way that:

in said first rotational position, axial separation of said energy storage

module (3) from said function-providing module (2; 6) is prevented, said first

connector pin (19b) is in electrical connection with said first electrode surface

(12b), and said second connector pin ( 19a) is in electrical connection with

said second electrode surface (12a); and

in said second rotational position, axial separation of said energy

storage module (3) from said function-providing module (2; 6) is prevented,

and at least said first connector pin (19b) is electrically disconnected from

said first electrode surface (12b).

2 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 1, wherein

one of the male connection portion (10) and the female connection portion

(16) comprises at least one protrusion (31 ) and the other one of the male

connection portion and the female connection portion comprises a first recess

(33a) for cooperating with said at least one protrusion (31 ) to define said first

rotational position and a second recess (33b) for cooperating with said at

least one protrusion (31 ) to define said second rotational position.

3 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 2 , further

comprising a recessed guiding track (34) connecting said first recess (33a)

and said second recess (33b) for facilitating movement between said first and

second rotational positions.



4 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 3 , wherein a

maximum depth of each of said first and second recesses (33a-b) is greater

than a maximum depth of said recessed guiding track (34).

5 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein said male connection portion (10) is substantially

cylindrical.

6 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein one of the male connection portion ( 10) and the

female connection portion (16) comprises at least a first peripheral protrusion

(22, 23) and the other one of the male connection portion and the female

connection portion comprises at least a first guiding track (20, 2 1) for

accommodating said first peripheral protrusion and defining a possible

relative movement between the male connection portion and the female

connection portion, at least comprising rotation around a rotational axis (18)

for locking the male connection portion ( 10) and the female connection

portion (16) together.

7 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 6 , wherein

said first peripheral protrusion (22, 23) is shaped as a triangle with one

altitude of said triangle being substantially parallel with said rotational axis

( 18).

8 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 6 or 7 ,

wherein said first guiding track (20, 2 1) comprises a first portion (25) oriented

in parallel with said rotational axis (18), and a second portion (26) oriented

perpendicular to said rotational axis (18).

9 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to claim 8 , wherein

the first portion (25) of said first guiding track exhibits a decreasing width

towards the second portion (26) of said first guiding track, to provide for a



facilitated mating of said male connection portion and said female connection

portion, and to guide said first peripheral protrusion towards the second

portion.

10 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of

claims 6 to 9 , wherein one of the male connection portion and the female

connection portion comprises a second peripheral protrusion (23) opposite

said first peripheral protrusion (22) in relation to said rotational axis, and the

other one of the male connection portion and the female connection portion

comprises a second guiding track (21 ) , opposite said first guiding track (20) in

relation to said rotational axis, for accommodating said second peripheral

protrusion.

11. The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein said male connection portion (10) comprises said

protrusion (31 ) , and said female connection portion (16) comprises a first

recess (33a) for cooperating with said protrusion to define said first rotational

position and a second recess (33b) for cooperating with said protrusion to

define said second rotational position.

12. The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein said first electrical connector ( 1 1) comprised in the

male connection portion comprises said planar conductor pattern (12a-c), and

said second electrical connector (17) comprised in the female connection

portion comprises said first and second spring loaded pins ( 19a-b).

13 . The functional electrical device ( 1 ; 5) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein said planar conductor pattern is recessed.

14. The functional electrical device ( 1 ) according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein said function-providing module comprises at least

one solid state light-source (13).
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